CDO Vehicle Mounted
RFID Solution

Proven VEHICLE

MOUNTED RFID

and fleet management technologies provide
a WINNING

COMBINATION

for on-board and proximity visibility.

VEHICLE MOUNTED

RFID Solution
Automatically gain visibility
of items and materials as
vehicles travel the work flow.
Ultra High Frequency (UHF)

Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) requires no human
engagement, scans hundreds
of items at one time, and does
not require the identification
label to be visible.

Use vehicle mounted RFID to:
+ Track inventory on a
delivery vehicle
+ Confirm tool count on
a service vehicle
+ Verify items on a fire truck
+ Confirm equipment’s
presence in an ambulance
+ Determine which waste
totes were accessed by a
waste collection vehicle
+ And more

CAPTURE DATA ALONG
THE VEHICLE’S ROUTE.
Though implementing RFID on a vehicle is not a
new idea, CDO Technologies provides a unique
perspective on gathered RFID data by combining
it with fleet management data and making it visible
within the vehicle information data stream. Before
this revolutionary combination, collected RFID data
was stored on the vehicle and communicated via
Wi-Fi after the service run, or transmitted as a single
piece of data via cellular. Users now have the ability
to gather RFID data, associate it with other data
elements, and communicate it in real-time.

Improve efficiency, drive quality,
increase revenue and reduce costs
with the data collected through
visualizing assets with Vehicle
Mounted RFID.

Vehicle Mounted
RFID Process

Asset presence passes through
the fleet management system
to a data portal.

End user sees
asset presence in
line with vehicle
information data.

RFID tags placed on assets located inside or
outside the vehicle scan automatically.

CDO professionals are available to:
Contact us to learn more:
phone: 937-258-0022
www.cdotech.com

+ Design next generation solutions
+ Work on-site to certify installers and maintenance personnel
+ Troubleshoot issues with a dedicated support service

